Location,Location, Location!
Literacy

Summer Term 2013

Geography and Citizenship

Mathematics

Understanding of continents and countries.

Perimeter and Area

Develop a good general knowledge of locations around the world

Revise methods for +, -, x and ÷

Writing- genre to include stories with a moral, postcards

and key features.

Measures- understand and use

from around the world, letters to our link school in

Develop research and presentation skills.

measures of money, time, mass,

Darjeeling, non-chronological reports about places.

Business Enterprise- world trade and how it works. (Include

capacity and length.

further work on Fairtrade)

Revise shape.

Revise instructional texts.

Map making and reading skills.

Data handling-particularly in

Play writing if time.

Problems that face the world- poverty, climate changes.

connection with weather and climate.

Poetry- weather poems

Comparing weather and climate around the world.

Coordinates

Grammar and punctuation revision daily.
Reading- focus on author’s use of language and
comprehension. Class book tbc.

Become travel agents and persuade people to come and
stay in your imaginary hotel somewhere in the world

Spellings- individual according to phase.

Art and Design

Design Technology

French

Use a variety of techniques to create large

Music

Design and make a passport holder

displays in hall, including: printing,

Learn and use vocabulary to go

Develop pieces for performance

using card and fabric. Develop

to a cafe in France and order

collage, painting.

in our Summer Concert

sewing skills and joining skills.

food, drink and be able to pay

including orchestra, choir,

for it.

composition and individual

3D model making using clay- animals
from chosen country.
Science
Electricity, sound and light
Focus on creating circuits and
making buzzers, alarms and
lighting up Doctor Who’s
Tardis for time travel!
Revision of previous topics.

work.
History

RE

Learn about one aspect of travel

As we travel round the world, we

and how it has developed over

will find out about the faiths and

time- flight, train, car, ship.

cultures from different countries,

Different year groups will study a

particularly looking at places of

mode of transport and present it to

worship. We will include a visit

the class.

to St Patrick’s Church especially
to look at the refurbished organ.

PE
Striking and fielding skills- cricket, rounders.
Tennis
Athletics: running, throwing and jumping
(Plus finishing off rugby, football and netball
tournaments!)
Outdoor adventurous activities- Fellside to include
orienteering.

